
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Clan Beo present a half day workshop for people working closely with another in an 

individualised service arrangement. This workshop gives people who live and work alongside 

a person living with a disability an opportunity to explore for themselves how they might be 

in ‘right relationship’.  

 

The workshop builds on three years of conversations with families and senior managers in 

human service organisations that start from the question; 

 
During the workshop delegates will  

 Learn from the best experiences of ‘right relationship’ 

 Create a broader picture of what ‘right relationship’ is for you 

 Test wider possibilities for working more powerfully with others 

 
This highly interactive trust building workshop 
uses exercises and personal insights to reflect the 
best of ‘right relationship’. It creates space for 
delegates to openly critique their own practice, 
motivation and mind set. It inspires delegates to consider how they can evolve 
as human services professionals to be more confident in their work in 
particular in individualised service arrangements.  
 

The material in this workshop uses some of the practical tools 
we have gathered from the application of Supported Self 
Directed Living practices. It uses what we have learned from a 
strength based approach to working with people to build 
capacity to experience the power of positive social roles in 
their lives.  
 
The material in this workshop can also be adapted for use in 
local Kitchen Table sessions for personal leadership and family 
groups. Please contact us to see how we can make this happen.    

How can a person alongside chosen family and 

friends, service providers, funder, and decision 

makers work more powerfully together so that 

they can have a real chance to experience the 

‘Good Things in Life’? 

Reluctant Engagement 
A half day workshop on ‘right relationship’ - 

Workshop fee - €400 
Contact Willie Walsh 

to arrange a date 


